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Mr Chairman, distinguished representatives, colleagues,  

Thank you for giving me the floor to share some thoughts and ideas concerning the way forward. To 

set the scene for this afternoon’s discussion, I would like to focus on the value of human interaction in 

the multistakeholder dialogue on international ICT security. 

We all know implementing multistakeholder approaches to international cooperation is a complex, 

time-consuming and frankly, an expensive process. This is why I would like to first express my 

admiration for many colleagues in the room who work tirelessly to facilitate these processes on a daily 

basis in order to bring together a diversity of stakeholders. 

To make my point, I would like to start by making an analogy between human interaction and the 

Domain Name Servers, DNS. People in this room are like Domain Name Servers who hold directories 

of the people they know and have interacted with before. Organisations and platforms like the UN or 

the IGF are like the Root Domain Name Servers around the world. They hold the directory of all Top-

Level Domain servers, the .EU, .US, .JP but also .COM and .org of this world. These Top-Level Domains 

in their turn have a Domain registrar with all the Domain Name Servers of their regions.  

I hope I didn’t lose too many people by making this analogy.  The point I’m trying to make is: humans, 

like the internet, are connected through bigger and smaller routing points. Not everyone is known by 

all routing points, but everyone holds their own personal directory of people. We must leverage these 

directories and share them; so the network becomes better connected on a local, regional and 

international level; so conversations do not take forever to load, and so there are no uncovered 

domains of the world wide web of cybersecurity stakeholders with actors that cannot be reached. My 

analogy of course also says something about the value of maintaining a free and open internet, but it 

also speaks about the commendable effort of holding this intersessional stakeholder meeting in the 

Open Ended Working group.  

Mr Chairman, not only do people need to be added to each other’s DNS directories, connections need 

to be made in a sustainable way. That is why merely bringing people in the room to speak is not 

enough. We don’t just need to have a DNS system that connects the World Wide Web of 



cybersecurity stakeholders. We also need a robust infrastructure to share information. This is only 

possible with trust between stakeholders. In-person meetings like this one can hopefully result in 

building fibre cables instead of having to resort to dial-up connections from the 90’s. We therefore 

hope that these efforts will not remain limited to this intersessional, and that many fibre cables have 

been laid down over the past three days. 

Mr Chairman, these words and my strong belief in the importance of the multistakeholder 

engagements are based on our own experience. Over the past two years, the EU Institute for Security 

Studies has been implementing an EU-funded project EU Cyber Direct. From the beginning, EU Cyber 

Direct has been contacting those top level domain servers, the .JP, .Br, .org of the world, and all local 

Domain Name Servers in our own network. They were our entry points to many new and exciting 

connections. With this effort, we have brought academics and civil society to meetings with EU 

diplomats and partner countries to share their expertise. In doing so, we have also boosted their 

capabilities by bringing them into conversations about stability, norms, international law and 

cybersecurity cooperation.  

Based on our strong belief that a multistakeholder approach not only matters but also works, we also 

established the EU Engagement Support Programme which facilitated the participation of over 40 

delegates from 31 countries present in this room. Many of them took the floor before me. While we 

are proud of this achievement, there is also the need for a broader reflection: how do we ensure that 

this and other multistakeholder engagements are not just an item on the political check lists?  

So here are some ideas for the possible way forward: 

1. Bring people and their concerns into the conversation: International peace and security are 

not abstract concepts. Yes, we know they are the business of states. But all states in this room 

are here to represent people. Therefore, we would like to reiterate the call by many colleagues 

who spoke earlier to focus on the human-centric approach in your debates. Put your citizens 

first.  

 

2. Protect the core of multistakeholder approach: We spoke a lot about the norm to protect 

the core of the internet, like the DNS system. I would like to take this further and call for 

everybody in this room to protect the core of multistakeholder engagements: the people. 

Unfortunately, over the past years we have seen the shrinking space for civil society in many 

countries and the worsening trend concerning freedom on the net. If we are serious about 

multistakeholder engagement, we need to reverse these trends.  

 

3. Multistakeholder engagement is an investment in the future. So put your money on it. 

Participation in meetings like this puts significant financial constraints on the budgets of both 

civil society and the governments. To make sure that we can expand on the directory of 

organisations involved in the conversation about peace and security in cyberspace we need 

more resources. By resources I mean not only funding but also people. We cannot connect 

our directories if governmental and non-governmental actors do not get a chance to meet 

and connect. We cannot create high-speed connections between stakeholders if large parts of 

the world are not part of these meetings. 

 

Thank you. 

 


